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Figure 1 is a. rotating shaft. 
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Cylindrical tube 2 is keyed 

to this shaft and rotates with it. Another coaxial cylindrical tube 

3 rotates freely on this shaft by virtue of the torque transferred to 

it through the intermediary of two liquid layers which fill the annular 

gap between the outer surface of cylinder 2 and the inner surface of 

cylinder 3. Of the two solvents the one with the smalle~ specific 

~ 
gravity is fed in by means of pump 5 through the header 4, into the 

bore 8 of the shaft 1, and the solvent enters the annular gap through 

the tube 6. It then passes through the annular gap from left to right 

and leaves ~~ passing through an overflow} through the tubes 7 and 

9. Similarly, the solvent with the higher specific gravity enters the 

shaft through header 5 and leaves the annular gap through tube 10. It 

passes through the annular gap from right to left and leaves~ 
left end ,after passing through an overflow.,through tubes 11 and 12. 

~ile the tubes 2 and 3 rotate with approximately the same angular 

velocity (the angular velocity of the outer tube 3 being slightly 

smaller) the two solvents are separated in the annular gap by a. menis-

cus 13, the heavier solvent forming the outer layer and the lighter 

solvent forming the inner layer. The angular velocity of the outer 

cylinder 3 is kept lower than the angular velocity of the inner cylinder 

2 by applying friction to the outer rotar by means of turning the cap 14. 

The lighter solvent which leaves the ro~r through the tubes 7 and 9 

is guided by the rotating fin 15 to the right hand end of the hollow 

casing 16 and leaves that casing through an outlet 17. Similarly. 
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the heavier solvent which leaves the rotating system through the tubes 11 

and 12 is guided by the rotating fin 18 to the left hand end of the casing 

16 and leaves it tlrrough an openi~g 19. 20 is a circular fin attached to 

the casing which prevents the two solvents from getting mixed within the 

casing. 21, 22, etc., are semicircular fins which are attached to the 

upper half of the casing and serve the purpose of preventing droplets. 

of the solvents, which might be sprayed against the upper part of the casing 

from drifting axially from one end of the casing to the other. 

Figure 2 is another embodiment of serving the same purpose as 

the embodiment shown in Figure 1. We have again two coaxial cylinders, 

an inner cylinder 30 and an outer cylinder 31 vmich are rotating, and 

~- ~.~-~hk#-~ 
two solvents in the annular g~~~~ between the outer surface of the 

inner cylinder 30 and the inner surface of the outer cylinder 31. In 

this case the two cylinders however can be rotated independently. The 
~~~~,,- ~~ 
"!""e"\jf~driven by means of the pulley 32 which is keyed to the shaft 

33 and the outer cylinder can be rotated by means of the pulley 34, which 

is keyed to the shaft 35. The solvent having the lower specific gravity 

is fed in through the header 36, enters the annular gap on the left side 

through the tube 37, passes through the annular gap from left to right 

and leaves the annular gap on the right hand side through the chamber 38, 

through an overflow. It passes through tubes 39 and 40 and is guided 

by the rotating fin 41 to the right end of the casing 42 which it leaves 
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through an outflow 43. The lighter solvent enters the shaft 33 through 

a he ader 44. It enters into the annular gap between the two rotating 

cylinders through the tubes 45 and 46, passes through the annular gap 

from right to left and leaves the annular gap thrrugh an overflow through 

tubes 47 and 48. It is guided by the rotating fin 49 to the left hand 

side of the casing 42 which it leaves through the outlet 50. A meniscus 

51 separates in the annular gap the two solvents 52 and 53. 52, repre

senting the heavier so~nt, fills the outer part of the gap, whereas 

53, representing the lighter solvent, fills the inner part of the gap 

be~Neen the rotating cylinders. 

Figure 3 shows another embodiment of the same invention. Again 

we have two coaxial cylindrical roters, 60 and 61. Tne inner cylinder 

60 and the outer cylinder 61. The inner roU«r is keyed to the shaft 62 

which is driven by means of the pulley 63. The outer ro~r 61 is sup

ported by the bearings 64 and 65 and is driven by the pulley 66. The 

solvent having the lower specific gravity is fed by the pump 67 through 

the header 68 into the shaft 62 and enters the annular gap 69 through 

the tube 70 at the left hand end of the system. It leaves the annular 

gap through an overflow at the right hand ~nd of the system and ~ves 

the rotlr 61 through the tubes 71 and 72. It is guided by the rotating 

fin 73 to the right hand corner of the casing 74 which it leaves through 

an outflow 75. ~imilarly, the he avier of the two solvents enters the 



shaft 62 through the header 76 and flows into the annular gap 69 through 

the tube 77 on the right hand side of the gap. It flows through the 

annular gap from right to left and leaves it through ~cham~r 78J by 

overflowing) through the tubes 79 and 80. The rotating fin 81 guides 

the solvent to the left hand end of the casing 74 and the solvent 

leaves the casing through an outflow 82. Under the action of centri-

fugal forces the heavier solwent 83 and the lighter solvent 84 are 

separated by a meniscus 85. 

In all these examples shown in Figures 1. 2 and 3, the rotational 

speeds are so chosen that the difference in angular velocity be as large 

as possible but not so large as to destroy the separation of the t"o 

solvents in the annular gap. The faster the rotational speed is, the 

R-e 
greater can this difference be made and still~ the two sol~nts 

....t-,1"').-~. -~~ 
in separate layers~ which a counter-current flow can be maintained. 

~There is however another consideration with respect to the turbulence 

set up by the differential speed of the two cylinders. vVhile it is 

desirable to have as much turbulence as possible within each of the 

solvent layers in the tangential direction of the rotating cylinders, 

mixing in the axial direction due to turbulence is not desirable and 

the more mixing in the axial direction we have, the more we reduce 

what may be called the~number of theoretical plates f According to the 

present invention, mixing in axial direction can be kept low by sub-

dividing the annular gap by means of rings inserted into the gap 

between the two rotating cylinders. This is illustrated in Figure 4 

a and b. 90, 91, 92, etc., are rings wnich fit into the outer rotating 

cylinder93. Each of these rings is split, leaving a slit 94 open for the 
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axial passage of the solvents in the annular ga~een 
the outer rotating cylinder 93 and the inner rotating cylinder 95. 

The inner meniscus of the lighter of the two solvents in the gap is 

. I! II . 
deter.m1ned by the overflow for the l1ghter solvent. In this case 

it has to be so adjusted that the rings 90, 91, 92, etc., should stick 

out through the inner meniscus as shown in the drawing. If this con-

dition is fulfilled, the only axial flow of the solvents during rota-

tion will take place through the gaps 94 left free in the rings. The 

series of rings 96, 97, 98, etc. are sli~on the cylindrical tube 95 

and are rotating with it as if they formed a rigid body. These rings 

dip into the layer of the lighter of the two solvents but do not reach 

the meniscus separating the lighter from the heavier solvent. In an 

apparatus of this type we have a number of segments fvrmed by the 

90, 91, 92, etc. and within each segment we 

motion within each of the two layers of the heavier solvent an~e 
lig~r solvent. This turbulent motion arises because of the difference 

in angular velocity between the ri~ 90, 91, and 92, on the one hand 
~~~~ 

(which rotate l[4tae\iti ~rcyiind er 93) and the rings 96 .. 97, 98, etc., on 

~ 
the other hand (which 

~ 
rotate witi(inner cylinder ). There is no mixing' 

of( solvent$ however betwee axial flow necessary 

for maintaining the counter current takes place through the slits 94 

in the outer ring system.~e inner ring system may elsa be composed 
I 

of split rings and the gaps in the split may permit the passage of the 

lighter solvent. This is however not absolutely necessary since the 

passage of the lighter solvent is in no case blocked, provided the inner 
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rings'do not pierce the meniscus that ~ter from the heavier 

solvent. The igure 4a shows on the left hand side the outflow of the 

heavier of the two so~nts which leaves the rotating system through the 

tube 99~ igure 5 shows a section , B. through Figure 1, illustrating 

inwhat manner the heavier of the two solvents leaves the rotating system 

through the tubes ll, 12, etc. Figure G shows in greater detail how the 

lighter of the two solvents is fed in through the header 4 into the shaft 
• 

1. And -:ligure ti.J shows how the sol vent is fed into header 4 by means of the 

pump 5. Figure 7n and b show an alternative method for removing the solvent 

from the rotating system in place of tubes 11 and 12 . -he have he~ 

circular slit 100 through which the solvent ;:::;::J ~~1. V 
~~~~P~" /(J/ 

Y~ile in the examples described in Figures 1 to 7 we had two 

coaxial rotating tubes and the two layers of solvents1 in the annular 

gap, between the two tube / were kept moving relative to each other in 

the tangential direction by the difference in the angular velocity of the 

two rotatin0 tubes, we are now going to describe an arrangement where 

we have only a single rotating system and where the two layers of solwents 

are kept in motion relative to each other in the tangential direction by 

intermittently slowing and accelerating the rotation of the system. 

In Figure 8, 110 is a shaft which is kept in rotation by means 

of the motor 111. The lighter of the two solvents is fed in through 

the shaft 110, through the header 112, E..nd it enters into the rotating hollow 

tube 113 on the left hand side through the tube 114. This lighter bf the 

two solvents 115 then flows from left to right through the rotating systsn 

and leaves it through the tubes 116 and 117, at the right hand end of the 

ro~ . The rotating fin 118 guides the lighter solvent to the right hand 
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end of the hollow casing 119 and this solvent leaves the casing through 

the opening 120. The heavier solvent enters the shaft 110 through the 

header 121 and enters the rote.r at its left hand end through t .e tube 122 • 

!l'he heavier solvent 12 3 flows through the rotating system from right to 

left and leaves it at t e left hund end thr OU 0 h the chamber 124 via an 

overflow and the tubes 125 and 12 6. The rotating fin JG 7 guides the 

outflowing solvent to the left hand end of the hollow casing 119 . and 
~/ 

the fOlvent leaves this casine; through the outflow 128 . The circular 

fin 129 which is attache to t}e casing prevents the two solvents from 

HI 
s the speed of the motor increases the mean angular velocity of the heavier 

A 
solvent layer 123 which is in direct contact with the inner surface of the 

rotating cylinder 113, will be kept larger tt.an the mean angular velocity 

of the lighter solvent layer 115 which is separated from the heavier solvent 

layer by u meniscus 136 . Conversely , as the speed of the motor decre~ses, the 

mean angular veloci t of the heavier sol vent layer 123 which is adjacent to the 

irmer surface of the rotating tube 113, will be lower than the mean angular 

velocity of t~e lighter solvent layer 115, which is separated from it by 

the meniscus 136. In this manner, the two liquid layers are kept tangentially 

in motion relative to each other and consequently a. rapid transfer of the 

dissolved agent will take place betwean them. The faster this transfer is , 

the faster we cen send the two solvents through the . rotating system in counter 



current fashion~~·~~~ 
In order to avoid mixing in axial direction within the two 

solvent layers, we may have arranged as shown in Figure 9a a number 

of rings, 140, 141, 142, etc., inside the rotating cylinder 113 . These 

rings are split as can be seen from Figure 9 b, and the slit 143 

permits the axial passage of the solvents from one co partment to another. 

t the left hand side of ~igure 9a we see cham~r 124 which contains an 

overflow through which the heavier of the two solvents leaves the rota-

ting system. The rings 140, 141, and 142, etc., protrude thrcugh the 

inner meniscus of the lighter solvent 115 so that neither of the solvents 

~Jd~ 
can move from one compartment to a±rotlter coopartment except through the 

slits which are left free by t h~ioll .a r e • !' lib>. • 

~-
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Figure 1 is rotating shaft. Cylindrical tube 2 is keyed 

to thi ahaft and rot t a ith it. Another coaxial oylindrioal tube 

3 rotates freely on this shaft by Virtue of the torque tran £erred to 

it throu h the inte ediary of two liquid h.yers 'Which fill the annular 

gap between the outer surf ce of oylin r 2 and the inner surface of 

cylinder 3. ot the two olventa the on lest apeci.fio 

gr vity is fed in by s of pump 5 through tb header • into the 

bor and the sol vent ._nters the annular gap through 

the tube 6. It tb:en passes throu.gh the annular gap fro 1 ft to right 

and leaves it a:rter passing through an overflow through the tubes 7 and 

9. Similarly. the solv t w1 th the nigher apeoifio gravity enters the 

ahatt through ·h der 5. and leaves the annular gap through tube 10. It 

lett end fter pas i .ng th:r-nu.gh overflow ·tnr.ough tubes il nd 12. 

ile the tubes 2 fUld :5 rotate with approxi tely the same angular 

velocity (the angular. velocity of the outer · tube 3 being slightly 

s~ier) th two ol ents are separated in the ·annular g by a •enis

oua 13 • the heavier aolv nt forming the outer layer and the lighter 

solvent forming the inner layer. The angular velocity of the outer 

cylinder 3 is ~pt t•er than the angular velocity of the inner oylinder 

2 by applying friction to the outer rotar by means o£ turning the oap 14. 

Th lighter solvent which leaves the rotar thro~gh the tubes 7 and 9 

is guided by the rotating fin 15 to the right hand end of the hollow 

oas1ng 16 and leaves that oasing through an outlet 17. Similarly. 
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the heavier solvent whi ~ 1 ves the rotating syste through the tubes 11 

and 12 is guided by the rot ting fin 18 to the left hand end of the oaaing 

16 and leaves it through opening 1 • 20 is oiroul r fin ttaohed to 

the oa ing i ch prevents the o so 1 vents "fro getting mixed within the 

ca ing. 21. 22~ eta., r s 1oircu1ar fins which are ttaohed to the 

upper half of the casing and serve the purpoae of' prev nting droplets, 

of t e olv nt , whieh might be prayed ag inat the upper p rt of the oasin~ 

fro drifting axi lly from one end of" the casing to the other. 

Figure 2 is another bodiment of serving the same purpose aa 

the bod~ent shown in Figure 1. e have again t o coaxial cylinders, 

an inner eylinder 30 and an outer cylinder 31 whi oh are rotating • and 

two aol'V'enta in the snnul r gap formed between the outer surface of the 

inner cylinder 30 and the inner sur£aoe of th outer cylinder 31. In 

this ease the two cylinders ho ever can be rot ted independently. The 

rotar 30 is driven by ans of the "'-lley 32 which is keyed to the shaft 

33 and the outer cylinder can be rotated by means of the pulley 34., whioh 

is key d to the shaft 35. The solvent having the lower specific gravity 

ia fed in through the header 36. enters the annular g p on the left side 

through th tube 37 • passes through th annular gap from left to right 

and leaves the annular gap on the right hand aide through the chamber 38 ~ 

through an overflow. It passes through tubes 39 and 40 and is guided 

by the rotating fin 41 to the rl ght end of the casing 42 whieh it leaves 
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through an outflow 43. !he lighter olvent enters the ha£t 33 through 

a header 4 • It entera into the annular gap between the two rotating 

oylindera through the tubes 45 and 6, paaaea through the annular gap 

fro right to left and leave the annular gap thrcugh an overflow through 

tube 47 and 48. It i guided by the rot ting fin 49 to th left hand 

side or the casing 2 hioh it leaves through the outlet 50. A enisoua 

51 s par tea 1n the annular gap the two sol enta 52 and 53. 52, repre

senting the hea ier o t, fiil:a th w ter part of' the gap, hereaa 

58, representing the lighter solvent, fills the inner part of the gap 

between the rotating cylinders. 

Figure 3 shows another emboc:l ent o£ the e invention. gain 

we have two coaxial cylindrical rot ra~ 60 and 61. the inner cylinder 

60 and the outer cylinder 61. 'rh e inner rotar is keyed to the haft 62 

which ia driv n by means of the pulley 63. The outer rotar 61 ia sup

port d by th b aring 64 and 65 and is driven by th pulley 66. !'he 

solvent h ving the lower speoifio gravity is fed by the puap 67 throu~h 

the header 68 into th shatt 62 d enters the annular gap 69 through 

the tub 70 at the lef' nd end of the syatem. It leaves the annular 

gap through an overflow t the right hand end of he system nd ltnves 

th rotar 61 through the tubes 71 and 72 . It is guided by the rotating 

tin 73 to the right hand corner of the casing 74 whiCh it leaves through 

an outflow 75. Similarly, the heavier of the t o solY ents enters the 
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•batt 62 through the header 76 and flaws into the annular gap 69 through 

th tub 17 on th right hand side of the gap. lt flows through the 

annular g p from right to left and le ves it through a ohamper 78 by 

overflowing through the tubes 79 and 80. Th rotating fin 81 guid a 

the solvent to the 1 e:ft hand end of the casing 74 and th solvent 

le v th o sing through en outflow 82. Und r the otion of centri

fupl force the heavi r sol:.vent 83 and the 11 ghter sol vent 84 are 

separated by & enisous as. 

In all thes exampl s sh own in Figur a 1. 2 and 3. the rotational 

speeds are so chosen th t the differeno in angular velocity be as large 

as possible but not o large as to destroy the separation of' the two 

solvents in the &nnular gap. The faster the rotational sp$ed is. the 

greater oan this di fterenoe be de and still ke p the two sol\ant 

in aepe.r te layers in which a oounter-current flow can be maint ined. 

fher is however another oonsid ration ith r speot to the turbulence 

set up by the diff rential speed of the two cylinders. While it 1a 

d si rable to h ve as ah turbulence as possible within eaoh of the 

solvent 1 y rs in the tangential dir otion of the rotating eylinders, 

mixing in th axial d irection due to turbulence is not desirable and 

the more mixing in the axial direction e have, the ore e reduce 

what mny be called the nwnber of th oretioal plates. Aocording."?to the 

pre ent invention, ixing in uial direction can be kept low by sub

dividing the annular gap by means of rings ins rted into the gap 

between th two rotating cylinders. This i illustrated in Figure 4 

and b. 90, 91, 92. etc •• are rings which fit into the outer rotating 

cylinder93. Each of these rings is split, leaving a slit 94 open for the 
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axial passage of the solvents in the annular gap lett free between 

the outer rotating oylind r 93 and the inner rotating cylinder 95. 

The inner iaous of the lighter or the two solyenta in the gap is 

determined by the overflow for the light r solvent. In this case 

it haa to be so djuated that the rings 90, 91, 92, etc •• should stiCk 

out through the inner eniacus a~ shown in th drawing. It this oon~ 

dition is fulfilled. the only axial flaw of the solvents during r ta• 

tion wi 11 tak place through the gapa 94 lett free in the rings. '!'he 

eeriea of rings 96. 91. 98. eto. are alit on the cylindrical tube 95 

and are rotating with it as it they formed a rigid body. These rings 

dip into the layer of the lighter of the two solv nta but do not reach 

the eniaous aeparating the lighter from the heavier solYent. In an 

pp ratus or this type we have a nWDber of segments Ol'lled by tbe rings 

90. 91. 92. etc. and within eadl segment we can maintain turbulent 

motion within each of the two layers o£ the heavier solvent and the 

li~r solvent. This turbulent motion arises because of the difference 

in &Jl~Ular velocity between the rings 90 • 91, and 92, on the one hand 

(which rotate without a cylinder 93) and the rings 96. 97. 98. etc •• on 
I I 

the other hand (which rotate witt/inner cylinder 95 ). There is no mixing 

of solvents however between compartments and the axial flow necessary 

for maintaining the counter current takes plac through the ali ts 94 

in the outer ring system. The inner ring system m&)' also be composed 

ot split rings and the gaps in the split may permit the passage of the 

lighter solvent. This is ho ever not absolutely necess ry since the 

passage of the lighter solvent ia in no case blocked. ·provided the inner 
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rings do not pierce the meniscus that split the lighter fro th he vier 

ol ent. The igure 4 ah a on the eft hand aide the outfl of the 

h vier of th soamt hi.ch le ves the rot ting syat through the 

tube 99. Figure eotion • B. thr ugh rigure 1. illu tr ting 

in what er the he vi r of the t o olv nta 1 ves the rotatin yet 

through th tube& 11, 12. etc. Figure 5 shows in gr ter d tail how the 

light r of the t o solvents is fed in through th h der 4 into the ahaf't 

1. And Figure 6 howe how the solvent is fed into he der 4 by eans of the 

pump 5. igure 1 and b aho s.1 t rnative c thod for r oving the solvent 

fr the rot ting syst in p1 ce of tubes 11 nd 12. e v~ here 

oiraular slit 100 through hioh the solvent le ves the oh mber 101. 

ile in the examples described in Figure 1 to 7 e had two 

coaxial rot ting tubes and the two layers of solvents in the annular 

ga~between the two tubes ere kept moving relative to each other in 

the t gential direction by the difference in the angular velocity of the 

two rotating tubes. we ar now going to describe an arre.ngemcsnt where 

we have only a single rot :t ing system and where the two 1 yera of sol ents 

are kept in otion relative to ee.oh other in the tangential directien by 

intermittently slowing and accelerating the rotation of the syst • 

In Figure 8, 110 is a shaft which is kept in rotation by means 

of the motor 111. The lighter of the two solvents is fed in through 

the shaft 110, throu h the header 112. nd it enters into the rotating hollow 

tube 113 on the left hand side through the tub 114. This lighter bt the 

two solvents 115 then flows fro left to right through the rotating systflll 

&nd leaves it through the tubes 116 and 117. at the rl ght hand end o£ the 

rotar. The rotating fin 118 guide the lighter solvent to the right hand 
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end of the hollow casing 119 and this solvent leaves the oasin through 

the opening 120. The heavier solv nt enters the sha.f't 110 throu h the 

header 121 and enters the rot r at its left hand end thr<X gh the tub-e 122. 

lhe heavier solvent 123 flows throu h the rot tin system fro ri ht to 

left and leaves it at the left hand end thrru h the chwnber 124 via an 

overflorr and the t ubes 125 and 126. The rot tin fin rl7 guides the 

out£1owing solvent to the lef't hand end of the hollow cnsin 119 • and 

the solvent leave this c sing through the outflow 128. The circular 

fin 129 ich ·a attached to the casing prevents the two solvents from 

mixing inside the casing 119. 130 is a,{ fly whe 1. By means of the 

pulley 131 and the gadget 132 and 133. the voltage energizes the starter 

and the excitatio~ of the motor is inte~ttently changed in suoh a 

manner as to inoreas and to deorease the speed of th,motors intermittently. 

Aa the ape ed of the motor increases the mean angular velocity of the heavier 

solvent layer 123 which is in direct contact wi. th the inner surface of the 

rotating cylinder 113. will be kept larger than the mean angular velocity 

of the l i ghter solvent layer 115 which is separated from the heavier solvent 

layer by a niscus 135. Conver ely. as the sp ed of the motor decreases, the 

mean angular velocity of the heavier solvent l a yer 123 which is adjacent to the 

inner surface of the rotating 'b.lbe 113 11 wi l l be lower than the mea.n angular 

velocity oft lighter solvent layer 115. which is separated from l by 

the meniscus 136 . I n this manner, the two liquid layers are kept tangentially 

in motion relative to e.oh eth6r and consequently a rapid transfer of th 

dissolvad agent will take plao betwenn them. The faster this transfer i • 

the faster we can send the two solvents through the rotating system in counter 
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wrrent f shion. 

In order to void mixing in axial direction ithin the t 

solv nt lay rs, w ay have arranged as shown in Figure 9a a number 

of ring , 140, 41, 142, ~c., in ide the r tating cylinder 113. These 

rtngs are split as oan be seen from Figure 9 b, and the slit 143 

permits the axial sng of th solvents !'rom one oompartment to another. 

t the 1 ft hand side of lt'igure 9a we see ch mger 124 ich oontRins an 

overflow throu h which the heavier of the two olvents leaves th rota

ting syste • The rings 140, 141, and 142, etc., protrud thrrugh the 

inner ~eniscus of the lighter solvent 115 so t t neither of the solvents 

oan rn.ov fro one co partment to another compartment except thrw h the 

li ts Yihicil are left free by the rings hich are split. 
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All up~ar · tus for carryin out solvent extr~ct'ion co · Jri ··-

in • o c oa.<ial rot2 tin s.,. bod ies, an annular r: .bJ oet een said 

rota tin ! bod i s, means for mainta ining the two oo i n in rotc:J -

tion bt if1e ent an t ular velocities, and ~ eans for m~intain-

in g a count r-current ~low of ~wo li ui~s in the axial Jirec-

tion ~rrouch the said anDlJlar e aJ· 

~ n ~p~& ratus for carrying out eolvent extraction coM~rfs-

in o rot.atin .. body, means for t:>eriodically incr :-. asing and d e

• 
d reasin r.· the an ··ul r velocity of the s~i d rot. :... ting body, e nd 

r~ e ::; ns for rr aintaining a counter-current flow o:f t wo li 1, uids 

in the x i&l d irection through the said rotbting body. 

/n a p ._;b r :.: tus for c ·; rryih~; out solvent extra cti on con.tJris-

in [:' t .. o co ~:.xial ro~<.~: tin g bod ies, an a nnul:;.i r g&tJ be t : en o id 

r o t · t i n g b o 1 i e..: , me an s for ma in ta i n i n g the two bod i e s i n rota -

+ion at i ifferent ang1lar v locities, a nd rneane for maintain-

in[ & counter-current flo w of t wo li quids in th~ ~xi b l d irec-

tion through the said annular .av, sai d means comJrieing ~n 

inlet ~ , a p ~ e d to J dmit a li 1uid through one of the two rota ting 

boJies i n to the annular r ep be t ·. een the t .;o rot:. ttng bod ies c.. nd 

o n a ... -ci c. lly .1 isJl a c d overflo\ t.dapted to ,.;. mit the ~..~assa r: e of a 

1 i q ui d f roM the a nn u 1 c- r f. a p be tween the two · r o tat i ne- J o . i e s t o 

the ext e rior of the rotv tin g bo ~ i s, a nd a SC'cond inlet L. d, pted 

t0 ... dmi t t he ·Jassacr e 0 f the 1 i ui d t hrou e:h the other of the t ·J o 

rot · tinp 'o o ' ies i n t o the t a ~ oet .;een th e t ~o rota ting ood iea _,n 
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ov erflo· da~ted to t:'erdt tle pussa e of 

, li .., i fr)m ~h ) rit>l ry ~arts tht- a nnulc. r tap bet 1 !)n t te 

• !"l a p ._J r · t u ~ f or c o r r y i n g ou t s o 1 v en t x t r v c t i on co rrr ~ r i s

in ~ a rJt tin oody , rnednd for · eriodically incre inc un e

creosinr.: t he angi.l l c.t r velocity of the sai r rotbti f; ·Joc.ty> ctnd 

meano3 for u n a in i n a counter-current flo .tf o:f t 10 l i :u ids 

i n he '"'x i a l d ir ecti on throu h the aaid ro tating body, s · iJ 

eun~ co~~r i ~ ing ~ n inle oda ted to ~dmit a li quid t hrou~ h 

the cl.x i a l sh3f t of the rotatin ~· ... yste! i nt"' t e interior of thE 

r otat in g system c. nd a n ax ially , i svl ce ci overflo , CJdot.J te to 

t_o>ermi t the LJoSS ~· e of a 1i:.}ui fro,_ the interior of the rota ti n[ 

to the ext rior, u nd a econ ' inl e t adapted 'to .ermit the e ntry 

of ~ tie con liquid thro u 1h the rot ~tin_ sys tem into the int rior 

of the:- rota tin r Bystem t· nd a n · xir.t lly is Jl ace overflo'.J · a t ed 

to ~er~it th J~Ssare of a t i 1uid from the veriph ry vdrt~ of 

th in ~ ide of th~ rot1:1ting oo y to the exterior • 

. n t-.1d t-~arc::tus for carrying out solvent extra c t ion comJris

i n€~ t.Yo conxial rotating bo ' ies, an dnn ule: r gal.J bet ·een sa id 

r 'J t a t i n C' b o d i e s , b> a r t i t i on i n the sa i a nn u l o r g a t> a a ~,J t ::. d 

to ' ivide the said ::i nnular ap into a series of ax i · l1J is-

l a ced c ction , rtea ns fo r rr.c, int~ in in the t vo ood ie i n ro ta-

tion rt d ifferent ~ngular velocities, and mean for ~a inta inin · 

counte -curr ent flow of the to ~olvents i n the &xi ul o irec

ti on thro up-h the a i -1 sec t ions in he sa i d annulc.&r c: iJ• 
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n tJJaratus for CLiryine out .... olv nt extraction co :Jri in~ .. 
• 

rotati ~~ body, r eune for ~ riodically increas1n and deere s-

in £: the '=' n ~~ular velocity of th ·'"'aid rot ~ ting bo< y, pCJrtitions 

~ ithin the Said rotating bady dividin e he int.Prior of the s· i 

rot&tin body inio a series of exiully displaced ectione, · nd 

neans ior Irlainta ini !1[ a counter-current flo of ~.. vo dds in 

the C: .,<ial rJ irec1iC'O t brou .b the Said rot· ting body . 

• 

• 



L. ""'zil~rd 

ugns 3 , 1946 

The invention her in desc ibed relates to a l!ovel ne 1od 

and to s. aratus sui o~b e o c -:~ oTt t 1a t :.110thod for e fo nin:.:> li .uid 

extraction. 

n lic_~..lid e:xtrac~ion "-Te have t'ro solvBnts ~ 

'~hie!-. are separ ted by a meniscus, and~ wlved substance has to 

dii'~'.lse across the . enis us fron one sobrent into· the othe • This transfer 

~~ 
accelereted by ke ·pinz the :ro sol vents in 1 otion relf-1 · ive 

to each other. I i' the relative voloci ty of the ·vo so ve!1t la~-ers i high 

enou h , :here is su '"'icient tn·b1le··1.Ce to i:1,ure v·"r./ r11""'id tr~ s~~"'r . 

Accor ' ng to the resent invencioL, the t'·o l'"',,cn·s of the solv "t "'.re 

noved ... ast eac o-:::her in one i ectlon r. 

fashio .. , Hlere s er endicuL. ·tot "t ,L·ec.Lio~1 , ·~,1e t\ro lK·e-~s nove 

not eac 1 o~he.- ui t 1 • substantially 1i 1er re • ':; ·_ ve v loci t:;. 'IJ?r .. o 

si nlest e:r.. o , i:-1c·1t o +> • !..' _i_s i -· vent;_ou - o·1l consi t i:,_ ~ .o co- .xi tu es 

.le inP' gn a:rmual ·ap b ..,"b." en t' c in 1er s1..1rfa e of' ·1-' 

outer s face of the inne:r· tu )e. 

Le · U.3 fL st c n '-e:n.._)late that ot' of' ese tubes roto.te uith 

tho S"me r..ng 1lar velocity arot d. t_1'"'ir co::l... 0'1 o:ds . L t -'-he an.nPol g· r 

-rent<' .:.11 t .e:. be co-a:-ic.l to ~-W rot tL. tube . 



·n .1...0 -"1,.. - .L..~ '"OU L' ; S 
·~ -'- "'· b '-' 

s ow_ , in co ... L~lter cur ·ent fc..shio In 

~~~ 
., .J..;:;,- ;..j.J.. ..... ~,~""' ~· ~ ~n t'te ono solvent to t w o 4-1 er solvent 

"0"'-.ld be slo·; acroso e--~ s .,us .. 

it .:.s necess r~ to '"ee t'te. Cl10 
l r 

c tremsfec of :; 1e dissolv 

In o e .L 
v t_·t:l1 .... e ... , 

:' oci t" o c· e · ·o cylin ers , ii'-

t1e u~o C lir/er 't·-~e, the l.r_;er can be ·11c.de the 

di -:>.pe- C!l.CC in -~'10 ,_ng; llar vclocil:." .por any uiven diameter of the CJlir_de· u • t;a~~~ 
• ------ ., 

pro ... i vably c1 oose the con te cur ent flo-v-r of the solvents in the axial 

direction. 'l'he ... · e is ... li ·itation 'o1:ever on t1 e dif "'renee in eugular 

velo it' in t~e t1.o cJlinders, a liti+.acion 1hich dc_ends fo1· any given 

dio.r:~.eter on the ar1;;ul~ r vel )Cities ·rhich ue use . T ;e li i t1'"tion ::.s given 

~~ 
"t',e consider· "'·on t1e.t we e'l.6;::o:;i%at w .... L tzy"'- '"'_ce ~he dif .. erence in ane;l.l 

velncity so lar ·o as to renk rp, y turbuleJ. ce, the meniscus . ·.re ·~ ~ 

to ·~ee the -b.ro so lvents in t~.o separate layers, L-11. outer and inn~r lPyer , 

~ rotate t',e~nd:..rs , vhe larger differences in~it 
· \~ -.;.r;Q.."""""'~~s ~c·m b ,.., tolerated ···ithout endangerine; the se arction 

of the tvro solven s.;;....vh ~ ~ ~ ~ -

Fi gJ. r s I c. 1d II sho·.r a schm"e.tic dra: rL1g of an all' atus uhich 

is suitable or o :~.t the above desc1 ibed .,.1ethod. - lgl..tre I is a 

transfer m2.chine . Fi_;ur'e II is a plan vie .v of the 

~.achine . 

Insert I co_:.les ~, 
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The 0
ene al princi_ le o... this invention c'U1 P c· .·ied out 

a so in a di.:. .. ~e ent man..11o • ... go..in, v.re. h ve a rotating tu e and ins · de 

the ota-':::inc tube, the two solvents for:. i 1 ~ tva cylindrical layers , 

senarated by a meniscus •:nic:1 is co-axinl Yri t1 a rotating c linde • 

o i:n, we can aintain o cou ... ter cur_·ent flo~v·, eit1er at a constant 

ve ocity or at a velocity ·,1hic·1 •re 1a y,ris11 inter 1ittentl ·-to vary :-..nd 

ag in , e wis to ~'I:.ai tain co.l po..r .... tivel hig elative velocity in 

t1e tan0
e tial di ect;ion betwe n t e "v-ro 1~ Ters . But t, is ti:':1e we· 

contennlate bringing abo· . ..lt these different ··ngential velocities be

-b.v-een the tvro lL=~;-.tcrs b periodica ly increasing and again decreasing 

t e angulc velocity of the rotating cylinder. 

Durin
0 

t 1e ·oeriod 1·:hen the c linder increases its ane;ular 

velocity, t1e outer solvent layer which is closer to the cylinder, will 

heve a hie:,her average tangential veloci7.y than the inner so-:.vent layer 

and vice v rsa . 

Juring the eriod ·:rhen the an0 ular velocity of the c linder 

decreaseJ , the inner solvent laye 1::rill have a .. igher te.n0 ential velocity 

than the solvent la- er. The counter cur14 ent flovv, which is in the axial 

direction , ne-:>d :o..ot be ke t constant but vve 1-aay Yrish to have this flow 

faster when the velocity difference betveen the -b~ro layers is high and rave 

the flow slovr 1-rhen the differences of tangential velocity beu•reen the tvro 

layers is small . 

the above described 

method is 
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For the efficiency of :;he above described met'ods , it is 

desirable to ave· as lit le nixing as ossi l0 in the axial direction 

. 
·within sny one of the trvo la er.:J of t1e solvent . ial nixin

0 
can be 

prevented by a series of transversal walls rllich prevent an axial f l ow, 

rovided that some SLli table orifice permits it to T"~ainta.in the axial 

flow .'rhich is equired for n ... intaining the counter c r ent in the 

solvent extraction . 



L. Szil d 

.August 3, 1946 

The invention hore in dosorib d rel tos to novel met d 

end to a a.r tu;;, sui ta.bl ·t;o o ry out th t mothod f'o erf'orming liquid 

extr ction. 

In liquid extraction e have two solv nts o~ a. subs moe 

hioh aro separ ted by a menisou , and the dis olved substance has to 

diffuse oross the niseus from ono solvent into the oth r. This tre.nsfor I 

h s been olenrly aooeler ted by ke~ping tho o solvents in motion rola.tiv 

to enoh other. If tho relative vo~oeity of' the tfm solvent 1 yers is high 

enough, there is suf'f'ieient turbulence to in uro v -ry rapid transfer. 

According to the presont invention. the two layers or '$. solvont are 

moved past e oh other in one direction r ther slo ly in counter current 

f shion, here perpendicular to thnt direction, tho t\vo layors move 

past c ch other With a substantially higher relative velocity. The 

s.. pl st embodiment of' this invention . uld consist in ttm oo•nxi 1 tubes 

le rlng an QDilual g p bot\veen he inner surface of the outer tUbe and the 

outer surf oo of tho innor tube. 

Let us f'ir ·st contemplate that both or these tubes rotate with 

the same angular velooity around thoir com::1on axis. Let the annual gap 

between tho tvlro tubes be filled with e. certain qunntity of _the tw-o solvents. 

Owing to the rot tion o£ thi"' syat • the menisous separ ting the bvo s'ol-

vents nill t en be co-axial to the rot ting tube. e two solvents ean be 
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de to flow throu this slo iy, 1n oounter ourrent r h1on. In 

s itu tion, the trnnsfor fro th one solvent to tJ1e other solv nt 

ould be lo acros the meniscus. In order to obt n r id transfer. 

1 t i n ces o.ry to eep the angular velocity of t l o cylinder dif· 

terent. If this is dom, o solv nts 11 h diff rent a r ge 

tangent! velocities and obt in turbulence which ~ 11 clearly no-

celer te the transfer o:£ the dissolv d substance from one solvent to the 

othBr. he f ter the 'tAo cylinders rot te • the larger oan be mad the 

dlfferenoa in t e angular velooit.1 for any given diameter or the cylinders. 

The greater the difference in v looity bet\veen the liquid layers. the 

faster the trans:r r of the dissolved substance, and t he faster may 

profit bly choose the counter current flow ot the a olvents in the axial 

dir ction. There is a li:J it tion however on the ~ifference in angular 

v looity in the mvo cylinders, a 1· 1itation which depends for any given 

diameter on the angular veloo1 ties Jhioh use. The 1 · ta.tion is given 

by the oonsidernti.on that do not want to make the dii'ferenee in angular 

vel~oit,y so large as to bre up, by turbulence, the meniscus. e -sh 

to ep the two solvents in two separ ·te layers, an outer end inn r layer, 

d the faster we rotate the cylinders, the larmer differences in velocity 

between the ~vo layers oan bo tolerated "ithout endangering the sep ation 

of the two solvents. 

Figures _I and II show a. schema ti o dr ring of an app a tus mi' 

is suit bla for oar ying out th o.bove des crib d method. gu.re I i' 

transfer section through the ma.oh1ne. Figure II is a plo.n vier r 

machine. 

Insort I comes in here. 
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The general princi 1 o this invention can b o ri d out 

also in difteront manoor. .Ag n, h :ve rot ting tube end inside 

the rot ti tube, the t\vo solvents tannin two cylindric 1 lqers, 

epar ted by a meniscus ioh is oo-axi 1 \Vlth rotating cylinder. 

Ag n, onn aint n oou ter our ant flo • either at constant 

velooity or at a v locity 1o ay ish intermittently to vary d 

, wish to m intain a oompo.r tively hit:rh relative velocity 1n 

the tangenti direction bctwe n the two 1 yors. But is time e 

oontenplate bringing bout these different tangential velocities be

n the two layers by p riodioelly increasing and ago.1n ·decreasing 

t eng lar vel city of tho rotating cylinder. 

During th period lvhen the oyltnder increases its angul r 

velocity, the outer solvent layer Which is 6losor to the cylinder. 'dll 

h ve a higher :ver. ge tangential velocity than the inner solvent layer 

and vi oe vcn•aa. 

During the period ~hen the a.ne;ular velocity ot the cylinder 

de ore e , the inner solvent layer vrlll have higher tn..ngential velocity 

than the s'olvent layer. The aounter current flo • 1:vhioh is in the axial 

direotion, need not be kept constant but may wish to have this flow 

faster when the velocity ditf renoo bet\ e n the two layers is hi h and have 

the no slow ifhan the difter~oea of tangontial velocity b~tween the two 

l yers is small. 

An apyar tus sui table for oarrying out the above describe~ 

method is ketohed in III and IV. 

Insert II comes 1n here. 



~ r th etfioi noy of he bove described t oda, it is 

d ir bl li .1 mixing as os .. iblc in the dir otion 

thin y one or the o 1 rs or the sol nt. Axial mixing oan bo 

prevent d by s ri s of t.ra.nsver al ls whioh pr vent an axial f'l 

provided t t so e 1 ta.bl oritioe p rmita it to e.intain the a.l 

lo io i requir d or maint ining t co tar current in the 

o L nt xtr otion. l1 is illustr ted in Fi s V and VI. 

• 
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CLAIM 

I claim ap ratus adapted for carrying out sol wnt 

extr ction consisting in two co-axially rotating bodios, an 

annual g p between the said two bodie , e tor maintaining 

a difterenoe in the ngul velocity of the o bodies. 

solvents in th said annual gap, and ans for mnint ining 

a counter our ~ ent flo in the axi direction through the 

said annual gap • 
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c 

I claim pporntus adapted or carrying out so lvent 

xtr etion consisting in n holl rotating body, t\~ solvents 

inside t.J1e s d rotating body, 1 ans for intermitt ently in

ore ing and decreasing tha angu ar velocity ot the rotation 

ot the aid angular body, means tor maintaining a counter current 

flo in the ax1 direction through the said rotating body. 
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This invention relates to a novel method and apparatus for perform-

ing liquid extraction. 

In a liquid extraction the dissolved substance diffuses across 

a meniscus separating one solvent from the other, and it is a primary 

object 'of the present invention to accelerate thie diffusion by main-

taining the two solvents in relative motion. 

Another object of the invention is to afford turbulence between 

the two solvent~, thereby facilitating diffusion of the dissolved 

substance therebetween. 

Still another object of the invention is to move the two sol
~ 

vents in one direction relatively s~owly in counter-curren~and at 

the same time to move the two solvents at a relatively high velocity 
,I 

approximately perpendicular to the direction of counter-current • . 
The above-mentioned objects of the invention are accomplished 

by flowing . the two solvents in counter-current so that the solvents 

d~fine radially iuner and outer cylindrical layers which are ro}ated 

in the same direction by the different rotational velocities to afford 

turbulence between the layers, thereby accelerating transfer of the 

dissolved substance~from one solvent to the other. In order to main-

tain separation between the layers one of the layers has a relatively 

greater specific gravityLkw rfv. a:J.u. ~~ 
The foregoing and other obje.cts of the inv~ntion will become ap

parent from consideration· of the following specifications and , the ac-

companying drawings, wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a central longitudinal sectional view partly in eleva-

tion of the novel apparatus for earrying out the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary top plan view of tbe apparatus shown in 

Fj,g,i 1; 
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Fig~ 3 is an end view t aken from the , right, as seen in Figs. 1 

and 2; 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken on the line 4-4 of Fi g . 1; 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view taken on the line 5-5 of Fig. 1; 

Fi g . 6 is a fragmentary l on g i t ud i n a 1 sectional view compa rable 

to t hat of Fi g . 1 bu t illustrating a mod ification of the apparatus; 

Fig. 6a i 6 a sectional view taken on the line 7-7 of Fi g . 6· 
' 

Fi g . 7 is a central long itudinal secti ona l view partly in ele-

vation of another mod ifica t ion of the apparatus; 

Fi g . 8 is a sectional view comparable to Fig. 1 but illustrating 

another modification of the invention; 

Fig. 9 is a lon g itudinal sectional view comparable to Fig. 8 

but illustrating another embodiment of tpe invention; 

Fi g . lC is a sectional view taken on the line 10-10 of Fig.~; 

Ffg. 11 is a c entral longitudinal sectional view partly in ele-

vation of still 

patison with a wiring diagram illustrating the means for actuating 

the apparatus; 

Fig. 12 is a fra ·mentary longitudinal sectional view comp?rable 

to Fig. 11, but illustrating a modification of the apparatus shown 

therein; and 

Fig. 13 is a crosesectional view taken in the planee indicated 

by the line 13-13 of Fig. 12. 

Describing the invention in detail and referring first to the 

embodiment thereof shown in Figs. 1 to 5 inclusive, the novel appa-

ratus comprises a rotatable shaft 1 and a cylindrical tube J 2 keyed to 
- . 

the shaft for rotation therewith. Another coaxial cylindrical tube J3 

is generated on the shaft 2 and ratated freely thereon by means of 
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a torque transferred ~o the tube 3 a s hereinafter described. lt will 

be understood that the tube s 2 and 3 define a n annular or cylindrical 

gap through which the solvents pass axiallY in counter-current. 

The solvent with the smaller specific gravity is forced by means of 

a pump 23 through a coupling 4 into a bore 8 of the shaft 1, and this 

solvent enters the a nnular gap between the tubes 2 and 3 through a 

passage 6 in an end wall of the tube 2. This solvent then passes 

axially through the annular eap from left to right as seen in Fig. 

1, and flows from the right end of the gap through the passages 7 

and 9 into an outlet port 17, on annular cone-shaped baffle or fin 

being provide to direct the flow of the solvent into the port 17. 

The solvent with the relatively high specific gravity is pumped 

into a coupling 5 by means of a pump 5a (Fig. 3). This solvent 

flows from the coupling 5 through a passa ~e 10 into the annular gap 

between the tubes 2 and 3 and passes from .the annular gap at the left 

end thereof through passage~ 11 and 12 and thence into an outlet port 

19, an annular baffle or fin 18 being provided to direct the flow of 

this solvent into the port 19. 

It may be noted in this connection that i t is not necessary 

that one solvent~~ have a greate~ specific gra ity than the 

other, provided that one solution including the material d issolved 

in the solvent has a,relatively great specific gravity. 

It may be noted that the shaft 1 is rotated in a convenient man-

h 11 ltl h" h . . . ner sue as a pu ey, w 1c 1s connected tn conventional manner to an 

associated motor (not shown ) , thus rGtating the tubes 2 and 3 at ap-

proximately the same rotational velocities, the rotational velocity of 

the outer tube 3 being slightly less than that of the inner tube 2. 
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The two solvents are separated by an interface or a meniscus 13, the 

heavier solvent forming a radially outer layer and the lighter solvent 

forming a radially inner layer~ The rotational velocity of the outer 

cylinde~ 3 is maintained at a lower rate than that of the inner cylin-

der 2 by an adjustable fric'tion dev·ce~ , thus affording turbulence 

between the two solvents to facilitate the transfer of the dissolved 

substance therebetween. 

The tubes 2 and 3 are d isposed within a casing 20 co~priaing 

an annular radial web or fin 20a which prevents the two solvents from 

co-mingling within the casing, and the casing is also provided with 

a plurality of semicircular radial fins 21 attached to the upper half 

of the casing for the pur p ose of preventing droplets of the solvents 

which may be spilled a gainst the upper part of the casing from drift-

ing axially from one end thereof to the other. 

Referring now to Fig. 6 and 6a, a modified form of the apparatus 

js s~own wherein the passages 11 and 12 of Fig. 1 are replaced by an 

annular passage 100 (Fig. 6) which communicates ·with ports lOGa 

through the tube 3 so that the heavier solvent flows from the ports 

lCOa into the outlet port 19. 

Referring now to Fig. 7, another modification of the novel ap-

paratus is shown, wherein two coaxial cylindrical tubes 30 and 31 

define an annular gap therebetween. Thi·s modification differs from 

the embodiment of Fig. 1 in that the tubes 30 and 31 may be indepen-

' dently rotated. The inner cylinder 30 is driven by means of a pulley 

32 keyed to a shaft 33, which is in turn keyed to the tube 30. The 

outer tube 31 is rotated by means of a pulley ~4, which is keyed 

to a shaft 35 connected to the tube 31. The solvent having the lower 

specific gravity is admitted to the apparatus through the coupling 

36 and flows through a passage 37 into the annular gap between the 
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tubes 30 and 31 and axially therealong to the ~i ght-hand end thereof 

into the chamber 38. This solvent then flo~s through passages 39 and 

40 and is guided by the con)cal baffle 41 into the outlet port 43. 

The heavier solvent is admitted to the apparatus through the coupling 

44 and passes through an axial passage 45 into the shaft 33 and thence 

into a radial passage 46 into the annular gap between the tubes 30 and 

31, and axially therethrough toward the left end thereof into pas-

sages 47 and 48. The solvent flows fro rn these passages and is 

guided by the conical baffle 49 into the outlet port 50. A meniscus 

51 separates the solvetlts 52 and 53 in the annular gap between the 

tubes 30 and 31. The heavier solvent illustrated at 52 is disvosed 

in the radially outer portion of. the gap, and the lighter solvent 

in1icated at 53 is disposed in the fadially inner portion of the gap. 
in 

Thus it will be understood that the modification of Fig. 7 the tubes 

30 and 31 might be driven at any desired relative rotational veloci-

ties to regulate the turbulence between t he solvents at the meniscus 

51. 

Referring now to Fig. 8 another modification of the invention is 

shown wherein two coaxial cylindrical tubes 60 and 61 are adapted 

for indevendent rotation. The inner tube 60 is keyed to a shaft 
4-.frv 

62 which is driven by a pulley 63. The outer shaft~ is supported at 

one end by a bearing 64 and at the opposite end by a bearing 65 

and driven b~ a pulley 66. The solvent having the lower specific 

gravity is urged by a pump 67 through a coupling 68 into an axial 

bore 68a in the shaft 62. This solvent flows from the bore 68a into 

a radial passage 70 in an end wall of the tube 60 into the annular 

gap between the tubes and axially along said gap into tubes 71 and 

72. An annular conical baff le 73 is provided for directing the 
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solvent from the tubes 71 and 72 into the outlet port 75. The heavier 

of the two solvents is pumped into the shaft 62 through a coupling 

76 and passes through a radial passage 77 in an end wall of the tube 

nO into an annular gap between the tubes. This solvent flows through 

the annular gap toward the left, as seen in Fig. 8 and passes into 

an outlet chamber 78. The heavier solvent is conveyed · from the cham

ber 78 through tubes 79 and 80 and is guided by the conical baffle 81 

into the outlet port 82. The two solvents are separated by a meniscus 

85 at which point turbulence between the solvents ~s afforded by vary

ing the relative rotational velocities of the tubes 60 and 61, as in 

the previously ·discussed embodiment. 

It may be noted that in the above-discussed embodiments of the 

invention the rotational speeds of the rotor tubes may be of any de

sired velocity, as, for example, two thousand r.p.m., the rotational 

speeds selected so that the difference in rotational velocities be

tween the inner and outer tubes is as large as possible but not suf

ficiently large to destroy the separation of the two solvents in the 

annular gap. It will be understood that this difference in rotational 

velocities may be greater where the rotational speeds of both solvents 

are increased, without disrupting the inner and outer layers of the 

respective solvents. It will be understood that the maintenance of · 

the two layers is necessary to achieve the above-discussed counter

current flow between the respectjve solvents./ While it is desirable 

to accommodate as much turbulence as possible within the respective 

- solvent layers in the tan gential direction of the rotating cylinders, 

mixing of the solvents in the axial direction ·~undesirable inasmuch 

as this type of mixing tends to reduce what may be called the ttnu.mber 

of theoretiqal plates of laminae". 

Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate a modification of the novel apparatus 
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wherein mixing of the solvents in the axial direction is minimized by 

providing means for subdividing the annular gap between the inner and 

outer rotor tubes. This is accomplished by providing a plurality of 

rings 90 which are press-fitted into the outer rotor tube 93 for 
as a unit 

rotation/thefewith. Each of the rings 90 is split, affording a passage 

94 tq accommodate axial flow of the solvents in the annular gap between 

the outer rotor tube 93 and tbe inner rotor tube 95. The inner menis-

cus of the lighter of the two solvents in the annular gap is determined 

by the overflow from the lighter solvent, and this overflow is adjusted 

in the embodiment of Figg. 9 and 10 so that the rings 90 project radially 

inwardly through the meniscus as shown in the drawings. Thus the only 

axial flow of the solvents due to rotation of the tubes 93 and 95 takes 

place through the passages 95 in the ri~gs. A plurality of rings 96 

are press-fi tte~ on the inner tube 95. for rotation as a unit therewith. 

The rings 96 pr0ject into the layer of the lighter of the two solvents 

but do not project int0 the meniscus separating the solvents. Thus in 

the modification in Figs. 9 and 10 the rings 90 and 96 define a plu-

rality of axially spaced segments or compartments within the annular gap 

between the rotor tubes 93 and 95. Turbulence is maintained between the 

solvents within each compartment. However, there is no mixing of the 

solvents between the compartments, and the axial flow of the solvents as 

they pass through the tubes in counter-current takes place through the 

passages 94. If desired, the rings 96 may be provideJ with similar 

passages 94; however, this is not absolutely necessary inasmuch.as the 

lighter solvent may pass through the annular gap radially outwardly of 

the rings 96. 

Referrihg now to Fig.( another embodiment of the novel apparatus 

is illustrated wherein the layers formed by the respective solvents 
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are rotated by a single tube, relative motion between the two layers 

being achieved by intermittently slowing and accelerating rotation of 

the two. In this modification of the invention a shaft 110 is rotated 

by a motor 111. The lighter of the two solvents is pumped intG the 

apparatus through a coupling 112, thence through a passage 114 in the 

sh3ft 11G into a rotating hollow tube 113 which is keyed to the shaft 110. 

This solvent then flows .toward the right, as seen . in Fig. 8, into pas-

sages 116 ond 117 of the rotor tube. The solvent flows from the passages 

116 and 117 along the conical baffle 118 into a n outlet port 120. The 

heavier solvent is pumped into t~e apparatus through a coupling 121 

and fiows through a passage 122 in the shaft 110 into the tube 113. 

The heavier solvent flows toward the left, as seen ~n Fig. Jl, through 

tubes 125 and 126 along the conical baffle 127 into an outlet port 128. 

A circular fin 129 inside the casing 119 prevert~s the two _solvents 

f rom mixing therewithin. 

A flywheel 130 is interposed between the 111 and the shaft 

110, and the shaft 110 is connected by a gear 131 to a gear box 132 

which is operatively c0nnec &ed to an arm 134 linked to the movable con-

tact 135 of a conventional rheostat 133. Thus as the shaft 110 totates 

the arm 134 moves according to a predetermined program determined by 

the gear box 132 to vary the resistance through the series-wound motor 

111. By means of this arrangement the speed of the motor is alternately 

incf~ased and decreased , thus alternately increasing and decreasing 

the rotatjonal speed of the tube 113. As the speed of the motor 111 

increasea,the rotational velocity of the heavier solvent 123, which is 

in d irect contact with the inner surface of the radial tube 113, is 

increased with respect to the rotational velocity of the lighte~ solvent 

115, which is separated from the heavier solvent by a meniscus 136. 

• 
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Conversely as the speed of th~ motor decreases, the rotational velocity 

of the heavier solvent is decreased more rapidly than that of the lighter 

solvent 115. Thus the two solvent layers are rotated relative · to each 
I 

other, accommodating turbulence therebetween, thereby facilitating rapid 

transfer of the dis~olved substance between the two solvents. 

Referring now to Figs. 12 and 13, a modification of the apparatus 

of Fig. 11 is shown wherein the rotating cylinder 113 is provided with a 

plurality of rad.ially ascending rings 140 ~ress-fitted t herewithin for 

rotation as a unit therewith. These rings are split, as previously seen 

in Fig. 13, to provide passages 143 accommodating axial flow of the 

solvents along the tube of cylinder 113. The rings 140 project through 

the meniscus between the solvents so that neither solvent will move axi-

ally along the cylinder 113 except through the passages 143. This prevenm 
d~ 

turbulence/TO the axial flow between the liquids and accommodates tur-

bulence due to the relative rotational movement therebetween for the 

purposes heretofore discussed in connection with the embodiment of Figs. 

9 and 10. 

It will be understood that the above-discussed embodiments of the 

invention are merely by way of illustration, inasmuch as various and 

other modifications of the invention will be readiny apparent to those 

skilled in the art without departing from the spirit of the i~vention 

or the scope of the appended drawings. What is claimed is: 
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1. 

An apparatus for carrying out solvent extraction comprising two co

axial rotating bodies, an annular gap therebetwwen, means for maintain

ing the two bodies in rotati~n at different rotational velocities, two 

solvents in said annular gap, and means for maintaining a counter-current 

flow of the two solvents .in the axial direcion through said annular gap. 

2. 

A device for carrying out solvent extraction comprising an annular 

chamber, ~ two solvents, one of said solvents being heavier than the other, 

means for rotating said solvents in the same direction at different 

rotational velocities to separate said solvents into axially disposed 

layers, and means for providinff a counter-current flow of said solvents 

through the respective layers. 

An apparatus for carrying out solvent extraction comprising an 

annular chamber, means for flowing a relatively heavy solvent and a rela

tively light solvent in an opposite direction axially of said.chamber, 

and means for rDtating said solvents in the same direction at different 

rotational velocities. 

4 • 

A method of solvent extraction com~rising flowing a relatively 

light solvent and a relatively heavy solvent in opposite directions 

through an annular chamber while rotating the two solvents in the same 

direction at different rotational velocities, to afford turbulence at 

the meniscus between said solvents. 
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5. 

An apparatus adapted for carrying out solvent extraction, comprising 

a holl w rotating body, two solvents inside the said rotating body, means 

for intermittently increasing and decreasing the angular velocity of the 

rotation of the said rotating body, and means for maintaining the two 

solvents in a counter-current flow in the axial direction through the 

said rotating body. 



,~ 

A method of solvent extraction comprising the step 

of forcing two solvents of different specific gravities in 

opposite directions axially through a hollow member while ro-

tating the latter on its axis to separate the solvents 

into radially inner and outer layers. 

1 A method of solvent extraction comprising the step 

of rotating a cylinder containing two solvents one of which 

contains a substance dissol / ed therein and is of a different 

~ 

specific gravity than the other, thereby causitg said solvents 

to separate into radially innner and outer solvent layers 

with a meniscus therebetween at which the substance may be 

dissolved in said other solvent, and forcing said solvents 

through the respective layers in opposite directions 

along the rotational axis Qf said cylinder 

A method of solvent extraction comprising rotating radially 

inner and outer solvent layers of different specific gravity 

with a meniscus therebetween, one of · said solvent layers 

containing a substance dissolved therein to be dissolved by 

the 

layers to flow in opposite directions axially of the rotational 

axis 

I 



I 

A method according to claim 

wherein the respective layers are otated 

at different rotational velocities to cause turbulence along 

said meniscus. 

~ 0 An apparatus comprising a cylinder containing two 

solvents of different specific gravities one of the sol-

vents containing a dissolved substance to be dissolved 

in the other, means for rotating said cylinder to force the 

respective solvents into radially inner and outer layers, 

and means for flowing respective solvents through said 

cylinder in opposite directions along the rotational axis 

of said cylinder. 

'-· 
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through an outflow 43. The lighter solvent enters the shaft 33 through 

a he&C.er 44. It tmters into the annulnr gap between the two rotating 

cylinders thro~gh the tubes 45 ~~d 46, passes through the annular gap 

from right to left and leaves the w.1nular gap thrru gh an overflmv through 

tubes 47 and 48. It is Luided by the rotating fin 49 to the left hand 

side of the casing 42 which it leaves through the outlet 50. A meniscus 

51 separates in the annular 5ap the two solvents 52 and 53. 52, repre

senting the heavier so mnt, fills the outer part of the gap, whereas 

53, representing the lighter solvent, fills the inr.er part of the gap 

be~Neen the rotating cylinders. 

Figure 3 shows another embodiment of the same invention. Again 

we have two coaxial cylindrical ro~rs, 60 and 61. The inner cylinder 

60 and the outer cylinder 61. The inner ro~r is keyed to the shaft 62 

which is driven by means of the pulley 63. The outer ro~r 61 is sup

ported by the bearings 64 and 65 and is driven by the pulley 66. The 

solvent having the lower specific gravity is fed by the pump 67 through 

the header 68 into the shaft 62 and enters the annular gap 69 through 

the tube 70 at the left hand end of the system. It leaves the annular 

gap through an overflow at the right hand t~~nd of the system and lEBves 

the rotlr 61 through the tubes 71 and 72. It is guided by the rotating 

fin 73 to the right hand corner of the casing 74 which it leaves through 

· an outflow 75. ~imi larly, the heavier of the two solvents enters the 













CLAI"' ~ ONE 

I claim an apparatus adapted for carrying out solvent ex

traction, consisting of two coaxial rotating bodies, an annular 

gap between the said two bodies, means of maintaining the said 

two bodies in rotation at a divergent angular velocity to the 

solvents in the said annular gap, and means for maintaining 

a counter-current flow of the two solvents in an axial direc

tion through the said annular gap. 

CLAI TWO 

I claim an apparatus adapted for carrying out solvent 

extraction, consisting in a hollow rotating body, two solvents 

inside the said rotating body, means for intermittently in

creasing and decreasing the angular velocity of the rotation 

of the said rotating body, means for maintaining the two sol

vent5 in a couhter-current flow in an axial direcion through 

the said rotating body. 

--
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